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Leg rides become an important riding and turning maneuver as wrestlers begin to learn more advanced
technique.

From the top position the wrestler
drives the opponent’s near arm for-
ward so that he can grapevine the
near leg (“putting the leg in”).

The heel is placed just inside of the
knee as the top man throws his
weight across the opponent’s back
toward the far shoulder.

He explosively drives with his free
leg as he catches under the
opponent’s chin with a cross-face.
At the same time he elevates his heel
to keep the leg secure.

Here the leg continues the grape-
vine as the opponent is brought to
his back.

Unlike most pins where the wres-
tlers are perpendicular, in this case
the top man is parallel to the down
man; so he must stay higher than the
down man.

Notice the arch of the top man as he
drives up off his “posted” arm back
on to the opponent’s chest.

The top man should look up and
away from the hold to increase the
pressure. Here the top man begins to
finish for the pin using an arm turk,
encircling the down man’s near arm.

Notice that the palm of his hand is
turned toward his abdomen as he
locks the arm turk in place.

The top man drives his elbow for-
ward and down to the mat, stretch-
ing the arm above the down man’s
head. Notice the strong arch and
wide feet of the top man.

Probably the most common error that wrestlers make in this hold is relaxing by resting on the elbow
of their “post arm.” Wrestlers need to “post up” and “stay big” to generate solid pressure on the
exposed opponent. To do this they will need to readjust constantly by hopping on the free leg,
elevating the heel of the grapevine leg, and posting up by pushing back on to the opponent’s chest.


